Contributor’s Notes

Sketch*
C. L. Adams pampers himself by sleeping in and would like to impress others as being goal-oriented and professional. The Fine Arts senior from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, says, “Peace.”

Ephraim Alexander, from Oak Park, Illinois, is a junior studying history. “There’s Life, there’s Death, then there’s Rugby.”

John Anderson is a freshman Aerospace Engineering major from Gurnee, Illinois. Once concerned about what the public thought of his toenails, John now possesses a great deal of confidence which enables him to sky dive over volcanoes in Washington State.

Carol M. Berg, from Marshalltown, Iowa, is a junior Graphic Design major and pampers herself by lying on the beach naked.

Caniglia da Carlentini is a senior taking up drawing, painting, and printmaking. Hailing from Omaha, Nebraska, he swears that “out of insanity comes creativity.”

Chimera is a junior in Art with an emphasis in drawing and painting.

Jeff Cline looks like a physics major, although he’s a junior in Art and Design. Jeff is from Boone, Iowa, and likes squishy bananas.

Stephanie E. Coon, a freshman majoring in English, comes from the fair city of Ames, Iowa, and gets her kicks from cross-stitching ten hours a day and bonding with her word-processor, Wanda.

Jeninne Delfs is a senior in Art and Design from Dysart, Iowa. Jeninne hopes to graduate soon, loves the sound of “galoshes” and says hi to Brian and Mojo.

Jason Endres, from Ankeny, Iowa, is a sophomore majoring in Graphic Design. Jason’s advice: “Be nice.”

Ezra majors in English and is from Chicago. The sophomore resembles Underdog and Robin Hood. “Curiosity killed the cat, but scratching feels good.”

Eric T. Garner is a closet existentialist. A senior Art and Design major from Des Moines, Iowa, Eric resembles David Letterman and prefers to eat his fresh pineapple plain.
Pat Gibbons majors in Forestry. From Waterloo, Iowa, the senior believes he’s a fantastic basketball player and wishes others would think the same. His desired epitaph? “You might as well listen.”

Tom Glorfield is a junior Art and Design major and writes and draws because “chicks dig it.” From Sioux City, Tom feels he resembles Jane Smiley and doesn’t want anyone to know he has three nipples.

John Guard, a senior in the Journalism and Mass Communications program, is from a really small town in Eastern Iowa. John claims his most vivid autogamy experience involved reading Kerouac at the Ledges after a seven-day fast.

Beth J. Hansen, from Highland Park, Illinois, is a senior in Fine Arts and Art Education who enjoys eating lemons by the slice. She’d like her epitaph to read: “Contrary to popular belief . . . I was perfect!”

Teri Hawkins majors in Art and Design. The senior, from Norwalk, Iowa, finds completing a successful piece of art very rewarding. “Good or bad, it all catches up to you.”

Mary Holmes, a senior in Anthropology, is from the rural neighborhood of Hopkins Grove, Iowa. Mary encourages, “Be passionate about something—it’s a sin to be bored!” and wants to write the way Georgia O’Keefe painted.

Greg Jerrett, of Crescent, Iowa, majors in English and feels he resembles Rasputin with a thyroid condition. A graduate student who pampers himself with lots of imported beer, thin black cigarettes, and a rock-solid alibi, Greg suggests, “Bite me . . . it’s fun!”

Stephanie Kahl, from Storm Lake, Iowa, is a senior in Art and Design. Embarrassed of her sleeping habits, Stephanie resembles Vanna White.

Paul Karlson, a graduate student in Community and Regional Planning, writes in order to be a Renaissance Punk Conquistador. Paul is from Minneapolis, Minnesota, and likes to pretend he’s Godzilla mixing and eating chocolate chip cookie dough Tokyo.

Scot Kelchner lives in Ames and is a graduate student in Botany.

Kelly Ann Kuhn is a freshman majoring in English and Philosophy. Kelly, from Moville, Iowa, would not perform bastinado, pampers herself with ice cream, and is attempting to develop the “perfect peel” with oranges.
Jose Llerena is from Cleveland, Ohio, and writes because if he didn’t, he’d be in jail by now, or drunk, or dead. The English graduate student shares the advice: “Try to sleep at least once a day.”

Lisa Lynott is a senior Horticulture major from Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Lisa likes to eat a banana by peeling it, waiting to see how many people are gonna make phallus jokes, then eating it, and while she can’t verify it, has been told she looks like Amy Grant.

Debra Marquart is from Napoleon, North Dakota, where people are short but fierce. The graduate English student would like to be seen as an urban high priestess with a good business sense.

Kari McKay, a senior in Visual Studies, comes from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and pampers herself with about a movie a week. Kari, who, some say, looks like Bette Midler, warns: “Watch out for Food Service.”

Margaret A. Miericke is from Champaign, Illinois, and wishes she could peel and eat grapefruit with her toes. The graduate English student likes to hang out in country western bars and was a feminist by age seven.

Kel Munger has repeatedly refused to discuss sex or food in prose. The junior English major from Ames, Iowa, would, however, perform bastinado gleefully, with total disregard for the suspect’s Constitutional rights.

Nip, Sau Kan Winifred majors in Art and Design. From Hong Kong, the senior loves painting and pineapple soaked with salty water. Her preferred epitaph: “Never say ‘can’t’: keep trying.”

Janice Borgogno Peterson, from Ogden, Utah, is a senior in Art and Design. Believing she resembles Winston Churchill, Janice would, given the tools, “Toklas the tokay, take tea with the toad, and tell the tole to the National Enquirer for big bucks.”

Joseph Picconatto is a graduate student in English and finds it just as easy to shock with photos. From Duluth, Minnesota, Joe, who’s basically a pacifist, finds contentment in “Ren and Stimpy, a twelve of Molson, the company of truly funny people, and a lava lamp.”

William H. Powley writes because he can’t sing. The graduate English major from Provo, Utah, resembles Dante and wishes people believed he’s Wordsworth.

Ralph is from Ames, Iowa, and likes cheese. Majoring in English, Ralph looks like Bill Clinton on acid in Oxford, writes to have fun, and eats his . . . uh . . . cantaloupe with a knife.
Betsy K. Ruppert is from Currie, Minnesota. The graduate English student likes Banquet Chicken at 9:00 a.m. and can resemble Peg Bundy at will.

Charles Rybak, from Buffalo, New York, can’t match his seams up. Chuck, a graduate English student, would have for his epitaph: “He was all that and a bag of chips.” He suggests: “Next time you take your garbage out, take your television with you.”

Stephanie Schroeder majors in Journalism and Mass Communications and is from Clear Lake, Iowa. The senior firmly believes: “To obtain something you must first stop wanting it,” and resembles the woman curled up at the bottom of the mural at Dugan’s.

Ernest Stableford is a graduate student in English. From York Harbor, Maine, Ernest is easy to please and is often mistaken for Mel Gibson. “Do it today—regret it tomorrow. Don’t do it today—regret it tomorrow. It’s your choice.”

Bernhard Albern Tan is from Jakarta, Indonesia, and majors in Graphic Design. The senior prefers strawberries with chocolate fudge and whipped cream and wishes people thought all the good things about him—cool, friendly, charming, etc.

Karen K. Terpstra is a junior in Visual Studies from Kellogg, Iowa. “The ultimate in creativity for me is to produce art that challenges the viewer and yet holds personal meaning for me.”

Chantelle Lanee Thurow, from Wheaton, Illinois, would like to impress others as the happiest person on Earth. The freshman in Graphic Design likes to nap on a raft, on a lake, under the hot sun.

Jubal Tiner is from a town near Wichita, Kansas, and writes for the money. The English graduate student resembles Tyrone Power and has no secrets, but did refuse to disclose what he would do with a frog at his disposal.

Mary Elizabeth Trahanovsky has a great fondness for feet. The sophomore in Art and Design is from Ames, Iowa, takes photos because it brings her to the highest ecstasy, and incites: “Shave it all for liberation.”

Maturi Uma enjoys artistic expression. The graduate student is from Nairobi, Kenya.

Todd Vens, originally from Wheatland, Iowa, is a graduate student in English. Todd looks like a cross between Boris Yeltsin and Nicholas Cage and likes to wear diapers around the house and fry up a big old pan of blood sausage.
Shari Vogl is a senior in Biological/Pre-Medical Illustration. From Nevada, Iowa, Shari draws, therefore she is, and would celebrate on her grave marker: “Finally! No more student loans!”

Kris Waterman doesn’t care what impression people have of him and resembles Peter Gabriel. The junior Art and Design major is from Marshalltown, Iowa, and asks, “What’s that on your nose?”

Tara Wendel is from Ames, Iowa, and majors in English. The graduate student writes because it’s the only thing she can do and is not the kind of person who would have an Ozzy Osbourne autograph.

Tim Wiegand is an original from Wisconsin, although he eats bananas in the standard way. The junior in Pre-Med and Psychology would be happy drinking wine and smoking frog skins.

Gina Withnell is a graduate English student from Salem, Oregon. Gena likes Fruit Loops in strawberry milk with extra refined sugar on top. “Write—write furiously—write anxiously—write frantically—write when you don’t have time—but, JUST WRITE!”

Brian Ziska doesn’t eat fruit and is majoring in Architecture. The senior, from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, had his most vivid autogamy experience when he was five and has been pampering himself ever since.